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-----Original Message-----
From: sunset@sunset.texas.gov <sunset@sunset.texas.gov> On Behalf Of Texas Sunset Commission
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2018 10:34 AM
To: Sunset Advisory Commission <Sunset@sunset.texas.gov>
Subject: Public Input Form for Agencies Under Review (Public/After Publication)

Agency: TEXAS BOARD PROFESSIONAL GEOSCIENTISTS TBPG

First Name: Leonell

Last Name: Scarborough

Title: Sr. Hydrogeologist

Organization you are affiliated with: Hydrex Environmental

Email: 

City: Nacogdoches

State: Texas

Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or
Opposed:
While reading the recently published Sunset Advisory Commission Staff Report on the Texas Board of Professional
Geologists (TBPG), I find myself concerned.  As a conservative and limited government voter, I believe in the
mission of the Sunset Advisory Commission.    Generally and as I understand
it, this mission is to eliminate, consolidate, and recommend changes to Texas agencies in order to further fiscal
responsibility and promote the welfare of our state.  Although this seems a difficult effort, it is a necessary one.
However, upon reading the recently published Staff Report evaluating the TBPG, it seems the findings presented
may not support this mission.

The Staff Report briefly discusses the revenue-generating nature of the TBPG.
   While this revenue generation may not be unique, elimination of the agency seems to go against the principal of
fiscal responsibility that I have come to expect from elected officials in Texas.  Cutting out the good actors and
leaving the bad seems to mirror the Washington policies that have resulted in so many recent political changes.  As a
business owner and father of three children, eliminating things that make us profitable and help secure our safety
does not seem like good business or a way of thinking I want my children to adopt.

The Staff Report goes on to indicate that since no catastrophic event has occurred and there has been no evidence of
significant public harm attributable to the unqualified practice of geoscience, there must be no need for oversight. 
This line of thinking seems counterproductive.  To disregard oversight of an activity until there has been some
significant detrimental event that effects the public welfare, is short-sighted to say the least and potentially negligent
in a worst-case scenario.  The Staff Report cites the oversight provided by other state agencies as a basis for
elimination of the TBPG.  Rather than eliminating the necessity for TBPG oversight, the need for state agencies to
evaluate the work of geoscientists further confirms the need for a qualified licensing board.  Without the licensing
board ensuring only qualified persons practice geoscience in the State of Texas, it is unclear how State agencies will
ensure they are staffed with qualified personnel capable of evaluating complex geoscience work.  Elimination of the
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TBPG seems to increase the likelihood of potentially underqualified review of geoscience work at the state level.

While the Staff Report briefly mentions a few areas in which geoscientist provide value “groundwater, subsurface
concerns, and other areas”, it neglects numerous important aspects of geoscience relevant to protection of health and
welfare.  The following areas are only a few in a long list of geoscience practices relevant to the health and welfare
of Texas residents not detailed in the Staff Report:

•       Geochemistry and hydrogeology to assess the behavior of subsurface
contaminants and ultimately result in remedial strategies that are protective of natural resources and human health,

•       Geomorphologic studies to identify landforms that may be hazardous for
development and provide a forward-looking view on the long term effects of man-made changes to surface
conditions,

•       Geophysics and geophysical techniques that provide detailed views of the
subsurface identifying otherwise unknown hazardous structural conditions, and

•       Groundwater availability modeling and evaluations of resource
sustainability.

Many of these areas of concern may not seem urgent and are therefore undervalued and ignored.  One needs only
think back to the drought of 2011 and 2012 to be reminded of the fragile nature of some of our resources.
Geoscientists have taken the lead on protecting this most valuable resource.
Geoscientists are specifically trained and take a long-term view of the natural world.  In so doing, they see potential
hazards unknown to the general public and often missed by other scientific and engineering professionals.  It is
important to ensure these evaluations are undertaken by persons qualified to perform the work.  The TBPG performs
this necessary oversight task.

Geoscience is more than looking at rocks and fossils.  The practice of geoscience has far-reaching effects on the
health, safety, and the future quality of our environment.  Its oversight is integral to ensuring the safety and well-
being of Texas residents.  It is unclear how eliminating this professional oversight agency serves the public interest
or increases fiscal responsibility in Texas.  The practice of geoscience is complex and cannot be overseen by market
forces or the general public.  As such, the efforts of the TBPG serve to ensure that unqualified persons do not
practice geoscience in Texas. Without the TBPG this meaningful and necessary oversight function would go
unaccomplished.  I urge the Commission to reconsider elimination of the TBPG.

Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency: Continue the Texas Board of Professional
Geoscientists for a period of no less than 6 years.

My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree




